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Dean Talks at Dedication Ceremony
Formal Rites
Affirm Chapel;
DeVoss Speaks

Eleven San Jose State college fraternities will stage a "vocalchord" wrestling match tonight at 7:30 o’clock in the ,Morris Dailey
auditorium, when Sigma Alpha Epsilon will defend the trophy awarded
the winner of the annual IFC "Spring Sing."
According to Charles Abildgaard, chairman, close competition

By TOM MURPHINE
Approximately 400 students out
of the ’’privileged and excused
7000" attended the dedication
ceremonies for the San Jose State
college Memorial Chapel Monday
at the proposed Chapel site, on
the ROTC parade grounds.
The college band opened the
program by pinying the "Boston
Commendary March." When the
ROTC color guard approached
the speakers’ stand, the band
switched to "Onward Christian
Soldiers" and then played the
"Star Spangled Banner."
ASB President Don Schaeffer
called the representatives of students, alumni, and faculty to drive
the stakes marking the outlines of
the Chapel. ROTC members held
a ribbon outlining the Chapel
walls. The ribbon was then tied
to the stakes after they were
driven, in the ground.

Brubeck Plays
Concert Today

,
e’

-

.,The 3330 o’clock recital in the
Ilibrris Dailey auditorium was
I to have highlighted Mixer activhies, but the concert failed to
materialize at the last minute
because of union’elifticulties,

Schaeffer Talks
Schaeffer stated during the
dedication ceremonies that, "this
building will be the only one of
our own on this campus.
The
state gives us everything else we
need- so they say. There.aren’t
many of us left on campus that
remember those guys this ChapeS4
is to he dedicated to- but we
all he ’able to remember thein
now."
The student body leader said
that, to date, $38,000 has been
The
WAsHINGTON (1JPi
fftilArlit(Yeafed.MOVthtlete –",;te- 10-year-ol4 GI life e,snikee*.itisv
trust!.
312,000 vein come in," Schaeffer ma s Oc in toe some cnange III tefuture if a House sub-committec
said.
has its way. The committee ha\ e
Del’oss Stresses Memory
Dean ’James C. DeVoss was In- ,bought charges of "gimmicks" in
present law
troduced by Schaeffer. He stated administration of the
which some committee members
that memory is a good thing, and
believe are a needless cost to taxthat it would be well for us here
payers.
at SJS to remember those men
"Gimmicks" include the high inwho are represented by the gold
terest rate paid by the governstars. The dean said that people ment on NSLI
trust fund; the fact
want us to become citizens of the that the government
and not the
world, "and that is difficult."
NSLI actually pays insurance
DeVoss continued, saying:
"I benefits to families of servicemen
wish to contribute materially to whose death is caused by the "exthe Chapel, but I also want to tra hazards" of war. Since it was
contribute my memory.
This established in 1940 NSLI has cost
Chapel will stand as en American $5,000,000,000.
(ling, and although all the clergy
JETS TO CROSS OCEAN
cannot use our Chapel, because of
LONDON, (UP).-- American jet
religious ritual, they all are with
us in spirit and support, even fighter planes will fly non-stop
though they can’t join us in use." from New York to Britain for the
first time in history this summer,
air force officers said recently.
The jets will be refueled enroute
from flying tankers.
CONGRESS PLANS WINDUP
WASHINGTON, (UP). --- With
all 435 House seats and 96 of the
In order to ttlarify any misun- 96 Senate seats at stake in the
derstanding that may exist con- November elections, campaignconscious members of congress
--esosixibsitkite
_
Spartan Daily today released the adjournment date.
following rules:
I. AU Thrust and Parry letters must include a boas fide
signature and the student’s ASB
card number will be verified.
Names will be Withheld upon
Approximately 200 students will
request.
receive awards tomorrow at the
- 2. Thrust and Parrys which annual Recognition assembly to be
make personal attacks upon fel- held from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. in the
low students, faculty members or Morris Dailey auditorium, Bob
campus social or religious organi- Madsen, assembly chairman, anzations will be published with the nounced Monday.
writer’s name.
Madsen said that scholastic, de3. The Spartan Daily assumes partmental and activity awards
no responsibility for views ex- would be presented.
pressed by the writers. Contributors are responsible for
what they write.
4. The Spartan Daily reserves
The road back is going to seem
the right not to ’publish letters
which are excessively long. Arti- awfully hard to take today, but
cles should be kept to 250 words in there’ll be plenty of time for
length. All Thrust and Parrys beachoombbig from now on. Sevmust be typed and double-spaced.’ enteen "daze" remain on the colAny additional questions which lege calendar. Until quarter’s end,
students or faculty members may just sit tight and it won’t seem
have concerning the column will too long. Today should be warmbe answered daily from 1:30 to er than yesterday which was
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GI Insurance L
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,

Daily. Issues Rules
Governing Letters

Students Receive
Awards Tomorrow

The Weather

3:30 p.m. in B-93,

’
Dave Brubeck and his quintet’s
jazz concert today will terminate
more than two weeks’ waiting for
San *Jose State college students
who hag planned to see him at the
Froah..Wh Mixer scheduled for
May it.

warmer than its predecessor.

.
ud.pme.y-re

is expected among the organizations whose only weapons will be
two songs and group costumes.
to be presented
Selections
will not be released before the
event, and the oft -rehearsed
I ’melodies will be known only by
attending. Ablifigaurcf says that
several of the groups have been
rehearsing for over three
months.
"We want everyone on the camPus to attend," says Abildgaard.
"Those who attended last year
will_ verify t hat the .W.rfortrance
was well worth the trip to the
auditorium."
j There will be no reserved seats
and students and faculty are invited to attend the affair. No admission will he charged.
F:ach choir will be judged on
the musical presentation of the
songs they sing. and hi’ ihrir
wrwaranee. master of cere.

"Brubeck will feature such hits
’as "Laura", "Tea for Two". and
1 "Blue Moon", at his hour-and-a. half show this afternoon and sju-’
dents will find the show well
worth their time::_ according to
Chnirrr-n---Dick--Voam--eud--DavY1t
grabOm).
.
Pictnrett ahoc is Dean James
C. HAN. who spoke Monday
to 400 students who attended
Memorial Day services at the
Ate of the Memorial Chapel
ftich will honor San Jose State
college servicemen who died in
World War II. Shown with him
are Phil Ward (lett) and Don
Schaeffer (right).
photo by Gmplin.

Marian lluttman, who is in
charge of admissions. says that
profits will go t& the Freshman
and Sophomore classes, spunsors
of the concert.

monies Bob Cronemilier will introduce each group before they
appear. There will be no elimmition-and runtytauts_ soh
judged on their single appearanee.
The winning group will he
chosen by the following judges:
Miss Maurine Thompson, Music
department; Dr. James P. Heath,
assistant professor of zoology;
and Mr. James Ferguson, of Ferguson’s Music store,

The p.a. system playing Brubeck recordings in the outer
quad has been provided through
the efforts of Chuck Wing, Rosalie Auzalone and Jim Porter.
;Students
w.12ich
r
Tbe- Towwen
composed of San Jose State col- I
lege students, will feature the inBy IA VERNE POTTS
termission time today. Bob Rein- ;
Approximately 1000 SJSC slitking, Fred Dutton and Fred
dents’ have signed a petition reBaumberger make up the group.
questing the college administraFive members of the student
tion to reconsider its decision to
government
returned Saturday
i
discontinue courses in Russian litfrom the three-day convention of
fl
erature and language, according to
/V Pacific Student Presidents asNorman Elrod, senior psychology
Locka,Gon at Yosemite National
major from Glendale.
park, according to Don Schaeffer,
Part of the petition reeds:
ASB president.
roqukost that this reconW.
The Stuacnt Council tomorrow
Those making the trip included
recommendations sideration be in the form of a
consider
Schaeffer, Bob Seal, ASB tress- will
discussion, (WPM st.1-,
urer and three of the newly- made by the Spartan Shop board panel and
be conductesi by repALL,
$35,000
of
disposition
to
the
as
elected ASB executive officers
resentatives from the stimuli",
Dave Down, president; Bob Mad- turned over to the ASB from actration, faculty, and students."
sen, vice-preseident and Pete Ciri- cumulated Spartan Shop profits,
/theist 45 students are helping
according to bon Schaeffer. ASB
villeri, treasurer.
with the circulation of the peti’
.
t
n
e
d
i
s
e
r
p
Schaeffer said that the confertion, which will soon be presented
ence was held to bring student) The board suggested that to President T. W. MacQuarrie.
leaders together and give the nate , $13,000. be used to purchase a This is according to Elrod, and
student body officers the benefit school bus; $9,000 be donated to Edwards R. Becks, junior psycholof the experince of the old, and to. the Memorial Chapel fund; $10,000 ogy major from Palo Alto, who
establish better relationships be- , be granted to the Athletic depart- are helping with the circulation:
tween the colleges and universities inlent; $1.000 be given the Speech
represented.
’department; $500 be used to purMore than 200 delegatts repre-: chase furnishings for P new Alumsenting schools in 11. western ni office; and $2,500 be turned
There will be a meeting of the
states, British Columbia Alaskad over to the student body without Rally committee tonight at. 7
Hawaii and Mexico werii present. recommendations for its.
!clock in Room 24, Chairman Ed

Ask
Russ Courses

ents Hack
hack
From Meetifig

uncii tonsiaers
Fund Disposition

Rally Group Meets

port on the LeaderslipTriining
Chapel Funeffallsimeeting held last Thursday.
Short of Quota
Seventy-five contributions and
pledges were made during a
week’s fund raising drive for the
Memorial Chapel. The sum of.
$622.43 was raised, according to
Belmont Reid, drive chairman.
Student pledges amounted to
$335.02; cash contributions,
$287.41.’
In attempting die arrive at a
conservative estheate of how I
much students woeld contribute,’
the committee arrived at a figure
between $1000 and $1500 Seventy-five pledges and- contributions
in a student body. of riore than
7000 rep.sesents btd one per cent
of the students.
’
Contributions ringed from a
low of one cent, a pledge signed
"anonymous", and without the
cent enclosed, to &high of ilia
Of the four conveniently placed
booths, only the Inioth beneath the
Library arch "Rif used.

the’ Spartan 1iW5
that time,

Wittirt-116-4ft-e4’--

Silver Sabers Select Suzanne

She’s queen! Miss Suzanne Potter, junior Art major from
Huntington Park, was chosen Monday by the Silver Sabers to reign
as queen at the annual "Military Ball" to be held Friday evening at
the Mary Anne Gardens. Suzanne’s attendants will be Priscilla
Tangemann and Stephanie Martin.
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Good -News from Sacramento

There was good news from Sacramento over the week -end.
- The State Departments of Education and Architecture announced
that they had agreed to complete the work on the plans for our new
$7562-00 Music building.
-The sfte of the buildingbetween. Seventh and S. EiglIth,and
E. Sari Carlos and E. San Antonio streetsis scheduled to be !hired
by Nov. I. Calling of bids by the state is expected shortly thereafter.
- , This announcement from the capital city is a tribute to the untiv,iiaTefforts of President T. W.-MacQuarrie, Dr. Lyle W. Downey,
tAusic department head, and other administrative officials.
These gentlemen have been battling tooth and nail for many
Years to receive building appropriations from the state.
The actual construction of the Women’s gymnasium, the construction of the Speech building, scheduled to begin this summer, and
the plans for the Music building show that the efforts of State’s
administration have not been in vain.

A Chapel Because

Dear Thrust and Parry:
Thrtilt And Parry:
The issue revolving around the Students J. W. Pearson and
dismissal of Dr. Bryner has a R. D. Shields:
great tradition behind it on this
"Coal to Newcastle! There are
campus. How many times within well over half a hundred churchthe past has the administration es in San Jose (eight are within
taken steps that seem to violate two short blocks of Washington
the basic principles of academic Square); yet State must have its
freedom and made no attempt to
own $50,000 Chapel," was your
bring its reasons before the stustatement in the Spartan Dailey
dents?
Friday, May 26.
The administration has folThis statement is so ridiculous
lowed a consistently reactionary
and the analogy used was so antipolicy tovinrd the faculty, It
diluvian, that I wonder if both of
choice of subject matter, and
you, men or women as the case
student opinion regarding them.
may be, were really thinking when
They have managed to effec- you wrote the article.
tively silence most of the men
If you really believe in your
who did not maintain, as one fachave so
analogy because we
ulty member put it recently, that many churches in San Jose
what
"academic freedom is an adminis the use of building another
istrative concern entirely."
pantheon then
you will probIn these days of loyalty oaths
ably agree with my analogy;
and red-baiting hysteria it bebecause we have so many
comes increasingly necessary for
schools in San Jose (eight are
action
on
liberal students to take
within a few short blocks of
issues.
Is political pressure at work Washington Square) what Is the
under the scenes in the Bryner use of building more schools.
Why are we building a Chapel?
case? If it is purely an economic
I
will try to tell you why and
issue, which seems unlikely, cati
the administration prove it? What %by we need one. First, San Jose
State college students are trying
are the facts?
Are the students going to be to erect a memorial for the war
Second, San Jose State
hamstrung by the administration dead.
so that it can count on more college students are trying to creapathy in the future? Shouldn’t ate another tradition on our
there be some kind of organization campus.
Why are we building a Chapel
to bridge the gap between student
instead of an academic building
body and administration?
Should there not exist a stu- or a football stadium? Are not
dent faculty committee for aca- the reasons obvious? Are both of
demic freedom to which these you in the same field of thought
matters could be referred for that the people of the University
open discussion and deliberation; of California were when they
Our ineffectual "fairness com- built their 100,000 seat Memorial
mittees" seem to be accomplishing nothing.
THE VERY BEST
It’s high time some of the young
COFFEE and DONUTS at
folks on this campus got a few
direct answers from the administration!
Hal Bray, ASB 8030. I

IERKS
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By HELFN DAVIS
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- This business about dropping
Russian language from the college
curriculum has some interesting
sidelights and some fairly important implications.
Regardless of all the shouting
about how we must have these
courses in order to ufiderstand
better our changing world, there
seems to be no ntampecie to sign
up for Russian when registration
d.j.n roll around. Even though the
percentage of students taking
Russian and its allied subjects
was greater than at Cal, that
doesn’t prove anything.
If we were really serious
about making a mark in_Lhis_
Communist hysterla-ridden
country, we would be signing up,
at least for Russian, in droves.
If we were really serious as a
student group, this controversy
never would have arisen.
Even art majors and science enthusiasts would be spouting Russian derivatives in their living
groups, for every_field is allied to
foreign langtiaff=bink of bgjng
able to read Russian novels in
their original form, Without the
impediment of poor translations.
Think of being able to read Russian periodicals to get a per se
knowledge of conditions and culture there as they really are----not
as someone has interpreted for us.
What’s the value in that sort
of knowledge? If it isn’t already
obvious, then you need a bigger
Shock than the H-bomb could produce.
Actually, how much do we really know about Russia that is
first hand? There is much more
that we could know, in spite of
of us
the Iron Curtain. Man
have been exposed to pretty intensive political science courses
and history surveys where Communism and the C.P. theory have
been expounded.
Usually, In these courses,
there is the clinical sortoof objectivism that makes us Menlorize governmental set-ups and
pass by the great c01/1110101111 dcmeat of all countriea--the peoHow many of us know -whet the

Stadium rather than a Chapel
lo
their war dead.
Is it better to go to a place
of worship when paying respects
to our war dead, or la it better
t6 go to a football stadium and
yell your head off over a football game.
I’ll let you decide thai, One, because in your letter to Thrust and
Parry you mentioned that Cali- .
fornia with a campus of 27,000
did not have a Chapel.
Another analogy you Used in
your letter was, "That all Slim tans who died serving their country believed in God we cannot
know; thus a chapel is in appropriate." I wonder if all the Bears’
that died in the war believed in
football.
In the second case, we are
building a Chapel because we
want some of our own traditions
just like the other great colleges of the nation.
San Jose State college is the
oldest state college in California,
but it is lacking in traditions. This
could he a good start towards that
purpose.
When people from San Jose
think of our campus, I wonder
what they is more symbolic of San
Jose State, "The Tower", which
does the students no academic
good, or the science, -art; or gym- buildings that have nothing but
education associated with them.
I remain for a beautiful Chapel
and more SJS traditions,
Dick Russo, ASP 10.

’Time and the Conways’
June 8 - 13

To Student Council and Athletic I
,
Investigation-Wanted !
The undersigned students would
like to know in plain words why
there are no clean towels for the
Many stumen’s P.E. classes?
dents haven’t had a clean towel
this quarter.
It isn’t very pleasant to go to
class after working up a good
sweat and not being able to take
a shower. Here’s a good use for
part of that controversial $35,000.
Can’t the school afford clean
towels; are they delivered at the
convenience of the laundry instead of the school, or is it just
plain carelessness?
An answer is demanded for this
nexcusa ble-fidiatTous situation!
Bill Cancilla, ASB 1470
Norm Simpson, A,,SB 6061

Dept.

,Russian people are really like?
Why do they function in mass
groups? What makes them happy, sad, angry? What is their
folklore? What about their music,
art, literature? What are their
attitudes? What is their psychological make-up as a group? Are
they like everyone else?
Can some ot the answerc to
these questions be found in Russian language, history, and literature courses? How can the knowledge be made meaningful and be
retained?
One.,of the best educational programs of Soviet culture in the
country is a fixture at the University of Washington, where its
Far Eastern Institute presents a
comprehensive, intelligent picture
of present-day Russia and why
she’s the way she is.
But even in the ehitStered atmosphere of this great university of the Northwest, the na- Dear Thrust and Parry:
tionaiistie "scaredy-cats" are
I would like to make two sughowling: "Be careful! Fle cafe- gestions regarding the practice of
flUng Tffust and PaIMMIMIS
fUlt=2:111Erre_:_
monism in our schools!"
In_the personnel files.
Until we face the facts boldly
First!-.elong with the,letter, file
and set out on a concerned quest a complete context; letters, artito learn more about Russia and cles, actions, etc., to-which the letRussians; until we begin to use ters refers.
empathy in Russian -American reThe meaning of a letter taken
lations; until we tell the various out of context could be completeun-American activities committees ly distorted.
to go stew in their own pot of
Second: print a statement above
over-emotional tears; until we each Thrust and Parry column to
have Russian courses in our the effect that letters appearing
schools without worrying about therein would be filed with perthe sign-ups in classes, we’ll never sonnel records.
Robert II, Miller,
make any real gains in unraveling
ASR 3732.
the Russian enigma.

Suggestions
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PATTERN
PIN!
When you
choose your
favorite TOWLE
Sterling pattern,
we’ll give you a
pin to matcha
fine fashion accessory

and a wonderful way to drop
a hint to friends with gifts
on their minds!
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... and rayons lead the
summer fashion parade,
Junior, regular and half.
sizes in styles for teen(ogers
to graceful grandma’s.
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"UP THE RIVER"
IN CAPITOLA
ROMANCE IN DINING!

lb

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Dancing in the Beautiful

lb(
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Special Rental Rates for Students

45-minute drive to "Capitola-by-the-Sea."
Have your next party here. Fraternity and
sorority fetes welcomed. For reservations
PHONE SANTA CRUZ 6140

3 months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
E.sp Payment Man
REMINGTON
ROVAL
CORONA
UNDERWOOD
Est. 1100
G. A. BLANCHARD
24 So. 2nd Si, CYprees 3-6383
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Exam Committee Polls
Colleges on Dead Week
By ED ROPER
Before the recent Examination committee ruling on dead week,
the group conducted a poll of 17 western and mid-western colleges
and universities. The committee was interested in ascertaining the
status of dead week on other campuses.
At the time that the committee met to determine the status of

dead week at San Jose State college, all of the’reblies to the poll
had not been received.
According to Dr. Harrison F.
Heath, Examination commit tee
chairman, those replies now have
been. received and the summary
is "reassuring to the position we
have taken."
Of the 17 colleges queried,
eight have no dead week, six
halve dead- week, and one has a
partial dead week (two (lays).
Four colleges have no restrictions on athletic and social functions, while the remaining 13 "forbid or discourage" some or all of
these functions. Eight colleges forbid social functions of all types,
seven forbid fraternity or sorority
public functions. five forbid closed
sorority or fraternity functions,
five ban home athletic games and
six ban athletic trips.
Only one college, Iowa State;
exempts seniors from finals, 13
do not exempt seniors from finals,
and two colleges, Oregon State
and COP, exempt spring graduates.
The majority of colleges. whether or slot they have a dead
Week, try to restrict all examinations from the week prior to
flak,’ and discourage athletic
and social functions.
Stanford university returned its
questionnaire with the notation:
"Absent-minded professors schedule examinations in dead week.
Apparently there is some pressure
from individual groups to schedule activities in dead week."

Heath Lists
Degree Date
FridaY, June" 2,_ is the last day
for technical students to Mition
for an associate in arts degree,
Dr. Harrison F. Heath. coordinator of technical courses announced Monday.Technical students _who will
have completed 90 units in the
prescribed technical curricula at
the end of this quarter are eligible
to receive the degree, Dr. Heath
reported.
Any student who fulfills these
requirements may petition for the
degree in Room 120A.

Lvlie Out June 14
"Lyke", the campus humor magarine. went to press yesterday
and will be ready for distribution
on Wednesday, June 14, ccording
to Lew Bell, editor. The spring
issue contains humor stories and
two pages of cartoons of graduating seniors.
--Believingthis. to be the finest

a record number of copies to be
sold.

Studynt Y Trip
Sign-up Still Open
Students can still sign up for
the Student Y Retreat to be held
this weekind, June 2-4, according to Jim Martin of the Student
Y. The $4.50 fee must be paid. at
the Y house by June 1.
The Retreat will follow the
theme of "Bounding Ahead" and
will be held at the Y Camp Campbell, Santa Cruz mountains. General chairman for the affair Is Bob
Dean. Mr. and Mrs. Claude Settles will act as persons of ’special resource.
SWIM in large ’heated pool. 50x 115.
DANCE on . . .
Large maple floor pavilion.
207. With .ASII Card
RIVERSIDE GROVE
,,
17 Miles Wait of Saratoga
on Highway No. 9

.40.wion
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P.E. Teacher
Takes Morgan
Hill Position

WWI
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Miss Mary Hoototi, instructor in
the Women’s Physical Education
department, has accepted a post
at Live Oak high school in Morgan Hill. When she assumes her

new position next fall-, Miss Hooton will be Dean or Girls, counselor
and physical eduhation teacher.
The athletic instructor has been
a member of the San Jose State
Graduating seniors may pick college faculty for three years.
up a complete list of graduation She has been adviser of the Swim
and senior week information club during that period, and this
from the Dean of Professional year was named adviser of the
Education, Room 112, accord- Women’s Athletic association, aling to Mrs. Ruth Matlock. sec- so.
A graduate of SJS, Miss Hooton
retary to Dr. James C’, DeVoss.
also attended other San Jose
schools. She was a student at both
Roosevelt junior high and San
Jose high schools.
While attending State, Miss
Hooton became a member of Spartan Spears and Black Masque and
Miss June Clara Barcus, 18- was treasurer of the
student body.
year-old Fremont high school sen- Her sorority affiliation is Gamma
ior of Cupertino, has been award- Phi zeta.
ed the seetmd animal scholarship
Her activities in student affairs
by the Beta chapter of the Alpha since she became an instructor inPhi Omega, national service fra- clude directing the annual WAA
ternity.
swim show and serving as counThe scholarship is given to one selor at Freshman and S t a
te
Santa Clara county high school camps.
senior each year. according to
One of her recent achievements
Lionel Goularte, Alpha Phi Ome- was being the recipient of a lifega scholarship committee chair- saving award from the American
man.
Red Cross. The honor was bestowMiss Barcus intends to major in ed upon her after she saved her
English when she enrolls here.
father and another man from
The award, a service project of drowning during the Christmas
the Beta chapter, is based on need, holidays.
"
scholastic standing, and participation in school activities. Miss
Barcus is on the school honor roll.
a member of the California Scholarship Federation, a member of
the Future Teachers, a writer for
the. yearbook, and a member of
Senior ball bids are still availthe Student Council.
able in the Graduate Manager’s
office for members of the senior
class only. The leather-bound ducats sell for $3.60, according to
Russ .Benioff, co-chairman for the
affair. June .17 a4 the Ilay MeadItr. Harrison F. Heath, exam- ows Jockey club in San Mateo is
ination committee chairman, urg- the date and Wale for the even!.
es all students to look over their
Beginning next week bids will
firals schedule to eheek if they be open to the genelial student
have four or more finals on one body. Sponsored by the senior
class of 1950, and financed by
If such is the ease, they may them, the hop will feature Fredpetition the Examination commit- dy Martin and his orchestra.
tee to change one of the finals to
"About 1000 couples are expectanother clq, Dr. Heath said. The ed to attend the dance, which will
examinations rules state that the be held in a flower-decked club
peition should be received at four room of the beautiful peninsula
days prior to the date of the first establishment," according to Benfinal, but Dr. Heath would like ioff.
to receive the petitions as soon as
possible at his office, Room 120A.

Senior Information

A Phi 0 Gives
Annual Honor

Bids. Now Selling
For Senior Ball

Students! Check
Final Exam Sked

Teaching Students With
Incompletes, Read This!
Teacher training candidates who
have not completed their fundamental courses must obtain temporary approval before June 1 to
take restricted education courses
in the summer or fall quarter, according to the Education office.
Petition blanks for temporary
approval may
be obtained in
Room 61 and must be turned in
to the-Personnel-office, Room 114,

’Time and the Conways’
June -8 -13
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The praises of these fine
watches -have been sung
’round the world. wk.-,
hold an unmatched record otoutsta nding service
for precise timing in aviation. sports. sciencefor
day by day use as a personal timepiece. To own
a Lnngines or Wittnatter
watch is to on the fine-t.
.
Longines from $71.-10
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SPAIRII’AN .4)AILY

Spanish Cat
1ClierUP’IrnanAILY FEATURES
Adm.’ True, Pacific Navy Vet, - May ’Fly’ Soon 3480 Secondsteft
_
Teaches Meteorology Here
vas brought to Pearl Harbor.
By BILL EPLER
Decoratioas
The Distinguished Service meFor his part in the attempted
dal, the Navy Cross, the Purple
Heart, the Bronze Star and the s alvage of the Yorktown, True
Navy Commendation ribbon are received the Distinguished Service
medal and -for -his injuries, _ the
the wartime decorations--that
been awarded to Arnold E. True, Purple Heart. After spending two
associate professor of meteorology weeks in the hospital and a mats
at San Jose State college. In 1946 at home recovering, True returnTrue retired from the ’Navy with ed to duty. He was given the cornthe rank of Rear Admiral after mand of a division of four destroyers and promoted to Captain.
nearly 30 years of service.
In January 1943, True was made
During World War II, True
served for three years in the squadron commander in charge
Pacific war area with a destroyer command. He was comepandlneofficer of the destroyer Hamman at the time of Pearl
Harbor and took part in the
early sea engagements of the
war.
’
True’s first contact with the
Japs came in the battle of the
Coral Sea. The American aircraft
carrier Lexington was badly damaged and had to be sunk by our’
destroyers, including the one Under the command of True. -For
part in taking survivors off the
"Lex", while under enemy fire, he
was awarded the Navy Cross.
Midway Battle
His next encounter with the
enemy came in the Battle of Midway, where our navy inflicted severe losses on the Jap fleet and
the tide of the. Pacific war began
to turn. It was this American victory that made possible the invasion of Guadals.sitai.
The American carrier Yorkton was severely damaged by
Jap dive-bombers and was abandoned. True’s ship assisted .in
picking up the Yorktown’s survivors and after the battle left
for Pearl Harbor, leaving a destroser behind to make certain
the damaged carrier sank and
did not fall into enemy hands.
The next day they were informed by radio from the destroyer
standing by the Yorktown that
the carrier was still afloat and did
not appear in danger of sinking.
True took hi ship and about 100
of the carrier’s -crew, -including’ her
skipper, back to determine if they
could save the big ship.
True’s ship was tied alongside
the carrier, which was listing badly. and her skeleton crew put
aboard. Wires were hooked up
and the destroyer’s generators
supplied power to operate the
Carrier’s lights, pumps and other
equipment:
Trip Back Started
Nearly 24 hours later the sal,.nad made the carrier
Valer-tight _and had pumped out
enough water to correct much of
the hat. A tug was brought up and
with the destroyer still tied to
the carrier, the long trip to Pearl
Harbor was started.
The operation was going
smoothly until they were spotted by a Jap sub .which fired
torpedoes from long range. Two
of the torpedoes hit the destroyer in the engine room and two
more went under her and hit
the carrier. The blast from the
_ secainLpale of torpedoes -caved

ADM. ARNOLD TRITE
of ’nine- destroyers. -Stiortly-- niter
this his squadron covered the
landings at the Aleutian island of
Attu.
Because of his oMelaI criticisms of the navy night and
foul weather tactical manual
for destroyers, he was ordered
ashore and given the job of rewriting The manual. Following
this assagament, he was made
head of the navy weather service that Supplied the Pacific
fleet with Weather ’friformafkon.
In 1944 he was chief meteorologist for. the Atlantic fleet and
was awarded the Bronze Star and
’t he Navy Commendation Ribbon
for his outstanding work.
True, who is from Kentucky
entered the navy in 1917 as a cadet at the naval academy at Annapolis, Maryland. He graduated
1920 and spent
with the class
the peaee-tithe years in technical
woric and at sea.

MADR:D, Spain, May 29 (UP)
It will be a sad day for the
birds when Angolina learns to use
her wings. Angolina is a cat.
And she is the only cat in this
or any other country with wings,
her owner, Juan Priego, proudly
elainis.
Priego’s cat, a dusty gray Angora, has
10-inch ’fur-covered
wings sprouting from the middle
of her back and folding neatly
over each side,
Priego andbis 50-year-old wile,
Victoria ,have given Angolina a
place of honor in the kitchen of
their basement apartment because
she is such an unusual pet.
So unusual, in fact, that Priego has turned down offers run sing as high as $70.000 and plans
to take her on tour in Mexico
next week if the glavernment will
give hirn and his cat a passport.
He said 30.000 persons have
tried to get a look at Angolina
since the news got out that she is
a cat with wings.
Ductorsswho have examined Angolina Say that the %%Ings.. are
real. They are formed by a type
of ,ca rt liege.
All the excitement doesn’t bother Angolina. Wings -folded neatly over her body, she dozes in the
Priego kitchen and licks her wings
almost like any other cat.

By BARBARA DEEMY
It’s always darkest before the
dawn, every cloud has -a silver
lining, and laugh and the world
laughs with you are supposedly
cheerful adages that have been
thrust upon meloncholy people for
years,
Who, we ask you, who is more
melancholy than a college student
at the end of spring quarter?
The end of the year has comehe
doesn’t have any more chances to
bring up his grades except through
the quarterly judgment day finals. He’s exhausted his supply of
cribbing methods for exam week.
He is thin from living on coffee
and ’cigarettes for three quarters.
He is tired fro n staying up too
late. By the end of the year he
has probably acquired Woman
Trouble. Beneath that laughing,
sun-tanned exterior beats an imbittered, disillusioned heart.
:f this grim picture fits -your
mood -here is happy news. Ths
mathematical experts of the Spartan Daily staff have compiled a
group of statistics destined to.
make.. Your day. brighter. Here
they are:
Starting today at 10:30 a.m.,
there will be exactly 534 and 2 3
hours until the last perspiring student sets aside his last IBM form
arid electrographic pencil. This
amounts to a paltry 32,080 Tin-
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delicate and charming flower of
eternal spring, Lily of the Valley. In six-piece piste...settings.
consisting of knife and fork.
teaspoon, salad fork,’ cream
soup spoon. and butter spreadb
Cr, priced at /25.50 per place.
setting, Fed. Tax included. Sce
Gorham Lily of the IVAley- at
our store now!
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FAIR OARS, Calif., May 29
(UP) This is the story of a
cow that didn’t quite jump over
the moon.
But she did get halfway up a
75-foot American river cliff.
The, problem now is how to get
her down.
Mrs. Robert McDougal reports the heifer has been either
half way upor half way down
the cliff for the past two
days.
’.-11-den’t _knew why she does-
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By DONNIE MINES
!forts for his grades are never reHas anybody here seen Schultz?’ vealed, but he must have the sat For three years -Joe Schultz, Inaction, AU trremlins
have milehas not talked to one of the 70001
persons who attend
an Jose, faction, of having tried his hard-;
DR. ARTURO F. FALLICO
est.
State college.
Associate Professor of Philosophy
How Schultz manages to sign
In fact, Schultz is so com- his name
says.
on the sign-up sheets or ’
pletely isolated, he has never on the
"A philosophy of life
examinations may be a ,
seen a student here at State, mystery to most. To
Mr. Hornio.
as presented in
nor has anyone seen him. He it is the continuance
of a friend- ’TIME AND THE CONWAYS’
might be voted as the loneliest ship from college
days. He never
should be enjoy,
egl
man at San Jose State colle.ge worries about whether
he will be
by everyoe.
that ix it such a person actu- along in a classroom of students.
ally existed.
,There’s always Joe Schultz. the
JUNEAI-9-10-12-13
But since Schultz is only a little man- who isn’t there.
myth, he is automatically ruled
out in any kind of college competitive struggles.
Three years ago Mr. Edgar
Hornig came to San Jose State
college and with him came the
PRESENTING
legend of Joe Schultz. It seems
Schultz attended college with Me.
Hornig in under-eraduate days,
but even then poor Schultz was
only a fable. Schuttes name was
signed on the sign-up sheets and
it was placed on the seating
charts. It even was found on examinations. When Mr. Hornig
gave one of his first lectures he
related the story of the mysteriotis Joe.
The next quarter after the Letrend had been revealed, Mr.
THE NEWEST PATTERN
Hornig gazed upon his class
sign-up sheets and there la firm,
round script was the name JOE
SelfULTZ.
From that time on, Schultz has
been aCcOtritted for in Mr. Hornig’s
seating charts and in his examination apportionments, Schultz
never knows the results of his ef-

True’s

ship sank-tn2Wutos and the Yorktown, without
power for her .pumps, sank five
lemrs later. As the destroyer went
under, the depth charges on her
deck exploded, killing many of
the men In the water. The blast
from the exploding depth charges
was so great that some of the
men standing on the carrier’s deck
had their ankhts broken. True was
picked up_arartbree hours In the
water and --with other survivors

S
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Mythical Schultz Follows
Hornig from Undergrad
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utes of education.’ left in this
school year. You should now be
feeling 99 and 57/100 per cent
better. The remaining 43 100 peS
cent we reserve for those who are
facing summer school.
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Spartan GIs
Study Hard,
Impress Profs

SPARTAN DAILY
Wednesday, May 31, 1950

’Camille’ to Show
Twice in Theater

(Editor’s Note: This is the first
in a series of four articles by
Spartan Daily staff reporters
which will trace the activities
of veterans in the 1950 graduating class.)

__The_uzumual movie aerieq. _wonaored by the San Jose Players,
will present "Camille" Wednesday
at 4:30 and 8:15 p.m. in the Little
Theater.
Greta Garbo and Robert Taylor
star in the movie version of Alexandre Dumas’ famous love story.’
Admission to both performances
is 30 cents, Tickets for the afternoon performance only will be
sold 12:30 to 1:30 Wednesday.
Other tickets can be bought at
the door.

By LAVERNE POTTS
Our nation’s experiment in free
education for -ex-G.I.s has proved
highly :aiecessful.
Educators at San Jose State
college and throughout the nation twree that the velerans
have m -de a lasting imprint on
higher education. In almost ’vcry respect the veterans have
made good. Where studies have
been made, their classroom ratings have been, on the average,
higher than those of their (’I’. ii Jan classmates.
They have brought maturity
and scholarship to the campas.
They have helped raise the standards of education.
Dr. James C. Deirciss,dali of
professional education it SJS,
states that veteran education is
"one of the best investments our
government has ever made-, and it
will raise the level of citizenship."
According to Dr. DeVoss, the
veterans have raised the scholarship at this college. They were
mature when they arrived on campus, and they desired an education. p many instances they were
faced with family responsibilitieS,
which has been very important in
making them better students.
Dr. Harrison F. Heath, coordinator of technical courses. -says that veterans here, as all
over the United States, have
tended to do better work than
students had dom. before. Nonveteran students have been motivated to do better work because the veterans were on
44%991uutra-T any tioa’ tmc
o good
thing for education all over the
United States." he states. ’’And
we owed it to the men who served
In military service."
How - have San Jose State college veterans fared in obtaining
jobs after graduation?
"Veterans from San Jose State
college are making good." according to Miss Doris K. Robinson. director of the college placement
office. "We- have been doing well
In placing them," she reports.
The veterans have done well
scholastically; hence, they have
little trouble in acquiring jobs.
Miss Robinson points out that
one difficulty encountered by veterans with families is the housing
problem. Sometimes it is hard to
find housing where the jobs are
located.
SJS veterans are given no
preference by the placement office when it comes to finding
jobs for graduates. butt one factor in Livor of the Gli4 1%, their
age. Emptoyers calling on the
placement office for employees
for non -teaching Jobs often request older persons. Often it is
the yams* who meets the re-
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TYPICAL OF TIIF. COLLEGE
VETERAN is Jim Cole, former
psychology student here at. San
Jose State. Cole is nowiZ
a ending Stanford university_
his
e.v
master’s degree. The
Marine
served six years in the’ service.
NEW YORK, May 29 (UP) He was captured on eataan and
Fred Bornholdt, 64, paralyzed by was carried from rabanatuan
a stroke, lay helpless in mental to Manchuria in prison ships.
torture for two weeks knowing He weighed 98 poonda when he
was finally freed. Pictured with
that his wife was going _to kill him is his wife Jeannette and
him, but unable to summon help.1 son, Louis.
efle’
The mortherly, gray-h air e d
ALTERATIONS
Mrs. Bornholdt, 58, tried that to
REPAIRS
kill him two weeks age), accordSAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
ing to neighbors. She dressed her Wooed at second class matter ermll 24, 1434,1
DYEING
CLEANING
Dia/
husband in his Sunday best cloth- it San Jose, California, under tee act el
eSorch 3, lift
S&H Green Stamps
es, carried his frail, 135 pound
Full leased wire serrIce of United Press_
0Ypress 3-6624
form to the kitchen window of
Prsu of the Globe Printing Company, 1441 S.
their fifth-floor Bronx ’apartment First St., San Jose, Calitorm. lulmber,
Porda
and started to push him out. But
73 t. SAN FERNANDO
tiewspoper Publisher’s Assoclothett.
CV 4-1917
her courage failed.
William sad Oth
Mrs. Bornholdt, a devoted wilt
for 20 years, finally steeled herself for the ordeal again last SatDIAMONDS
LOVES
urday night, she told police,
EVERYBODY
"Please don’t throw me out."
Borr.holdt pleaded with her.
"I have to do it," she said she
told her husband. -Then she pushed.
’.1 just did it_lhat’, all," she
Their training-haa helped them told- Pollee to understand current problems
and to become a more alert electorate. Although the .exact figure
is not known, college officials do
know that a %mit majority of their
graduates have received jobs for
which they were trained.
To date, about two million exG.I.s have gone to college. Nearly
a million are still attending classes, while another 2,500,000 attend5:30 to 6:30
/
ed classes below the college level.
Except Friday
This already has cost the government about 8 billion dollars, and
before the G.I. Bill ends in 1956,
Below Student Union
the costs are expected to double.
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War Vets Lead SJSC Athletic Climb
they were discharged."
slier serviceman. A strong pro- corpletely has swung in numerithe number is increasing,
"My main difficulty was kpepponent of smooth player-coach cal favor of non-vets. Next season,
"In football." Hartranft conrelations, Portal did not flaw Coach Charlie Walker will greet
tag the teams ’up’ for every
eluded, "ne had only 15 nongame. They wentd-litnithe-ltlir
a group of wafer-splashers who
vets last season.-Tirt .1950, the
will feature only one or two vets.
ones, and then lose the easy
laud .Local "%riff
number has doubled."
mentionhead
ones.
The
vets
would
play
Just
department
The
By DAN HRUBY
Endurance Is Important
Chuck Hughes. Junior Morgan, hard enough to win. Non-vet
The ,Iong, earth-eating climb of ed
Walker also commended the vet
Billy
generally
Pifferini,
Bob
teams
Menges.
play
Gene
at
the
San Jose State college in recent
in sports. "Endurance is the key
Parton, Harley DOVSr, Bob Wuest- same level of effort," McPheryears up the slippery slopes pointasset of good swimmers," he said,
son
said.
ing toward the top in collegiate
"and veterans, generally more
The affable young coach with
athletics perhaps can be attribmature,
have an advantage."
the ready smile picked, in addiuted, more than any other factor,
Robineon
and
to
Sonntag,
tion
Stu
Since
II
swimmers get little reto the presence of World War
Inman, Bob Wuet t off, Chuck
ward for their efforts, Walker
veterans on the local campus. .
Hughes, and ’ Bob Hagen as outadded, motivation and interest
And now, slowly but steadily,
standing vets in Spartan basket
in the sport performs an imthe vets have slipped into the mi.
ball.,
port a,n t part. Undoubtedly,
nority in many local sports, and
there are many excellent* mertheir absence visibly will be eviGolfers Are Prob1e
men in college who.have au indent in ethletic contests of the
And handling golfer,/ McPheeterest in the Spartan team.
forthcoming year.
son added, is always a problem,
.The flight of vets In 1948
George Rudloff, Norm Ke010,
veterans or non-yeferans. "They
from the mustering out camps
Pat McConnell, George Sheets and
are
crackpots,"
he
laughed.
Morbe
will
to the Spartan college
George Haines were chosen by
gan Fotrell, Warren McCarty, Eli
climaxed next month with gradWalker as stellar swimming vets
Bariteau, o1, Harris, Howard Veuation for most of them. The
of the last four years.
rutti an
ill Ogden were chosen
local
of
fervor
character and
mismemoihw
on
the
fairways.
as
toynen
athletics will display a noticeveterPortal
considered
Dee
able change in future games.
/ins and the manly art from
Despite the concerted efforts
the standpoint of motivation.
not
veterans are
of Holywd,e
V.O.eicans
while in the service
swimmer Charlie Walker, who
ltifftitlary characters and actualdeveloped a strong dislike for
handles SJSC water sports, will
ly have fitted smoothly into our
taking orders," he began, "so I
this year lead the first team
American society.
try to use reason.
comprised of nearly all non -vets
white Dinner Jackets
’’Vets can not be tricked or perCoaches Were Afraid
In many years. Walker prefers
suaded
to
do
something
by
offercoach
no
war
ended,
the
When
vets for their additional enduring them a cross-country trip, or
Alterations
knew what to expect of hardened
ance In long races.
other rewards," Dee continued.
and
doughboys changing to college
dinks. Most mentors faced their Amiable Dee Portal, local box- "They are not hero worshippers. his choices of sterling punchers,
Repairing
duties with an air of strong trepi- ing pilot, said the ideal boxer Is Coaches who left high positions but he said, "However, I cannot
LEATHER
I
dation. Last year, after the vets a married veteran who loves to in the serviee to return to college omit Wayne Fontes and
Mac
JACKETS
already had proven themselves, punch. Dee commended the vets coaching did not last long when
Martinez; they won national
Reline-Cuffs
they continued ’army’ methods."
one eastern coach publicly said he for their ability to always t
championships.’
Waist Bands
hardest
when
-rthe chips. warn
would bcOlv,Ind when those _.’darn
Likes-Married Men- - -Zippers
veterans are out of college sports." down. "1 hate to see them go,"
"I sure hate to see the vets go,"
Portal, whose energy appears to
he added.
Other mentors, clinging to
increase as his hair gets thinner. Dec concluded. "When the chips
Call Day or Night
the theory that fight and spirit
is
a great champion of married were down, they al ways came
Wilson.
and
Ray
OverBill
hoff,
Bus. CV 2-9102 - Res. CV 2-3382
ts:In garde*, hopefully have lookthrough."
When they have the
athletes.
33 W. SAN ANTONIO
ed forward to the day when the house as representative of top
:n swimming, the pendulum
"bug" married vets make ideal
term "sports vets" will mean SJSC athletes of the last four
boxers, Dee emphasized. "Some
experienced athletes, pet for- years.
non-vets still are playboys. I Preguides
who
McPherson,
Walt
mer Uncle Sam serv emen.
a married man for stability
Thddtssing of veterans from the local golfers in addition to his fer
and dependability."
ROUND TRIP TO HONOLULU
quare sports basketbat doties, directly attackthe -Wasitington
that
erstwhile
serangleevery
that
remarkable
is
the
It
ed
Oicttflt,toWev , is viewed with
candid regret ty the coaches of vicemen’ a-fe rtfofe Mature. "Mac" one of the first-string "Dee.
SEE Bill Chang, Campus Representative
pointed out that Hal Sonntag and men" of last season was a forSan Jose State college.
Bert Robinson played basketball
;
No College Try’
-arser Sur scmt ALL VISITORS TO
at the .Spart an institution before
Glenn’ ’S.
’
*anditiPteethe war, and their cant:
departmer.t head, Walt RotePhet.- ber of "Tay did not vary.
20i onucost 001.1All EMU CAMP.
ion, basketball coaglk Dee PorliVeterans and rneturity are not MACAW* .18/61111. 551 SUN SP.INIS All Mt Mae
, boxing pilot. and.Charlie
*wife
avow
is’
taro
synonomous," he stated. "These 147IN MIT UMW 10010004ihWiss-DZI
2
910 WO "MOO swot
long-standing swimming in- who went into the army as men satasrasr
ammo snow. SWATH TWUNG SLAV’, 0.0054
P0*
UAL
ft"
v041000.
isarookv
0011540
7.00.
Structor, Unanimously agreed that came out as men, and the boys
CY 2-0606
COC*104.3 won MU. COLIC SOurimil 1.010.11
BUS DEPOT 131/2 SOUTH MARKET ST.
the veterans differed from non- who entered still were boys when
RAM44 Pleasanton 4, Calif.
vets in their attitude toward
strong competition.
---"Our’nudn problem consistently has been to stimulate that
old college try." Tiny declared.
TAKE THE SIMMER OUT OF SUMMER WITH
"Moat UC coaches were surprised to find that the vets did
base it. Conilitionine Presented
some difficulty. Star athletes
kt.
4.evoe State before The
War returned to find themselves
out of shape, and many found
it easier to drop sports altoOther."
Due to their Maturity and seevice background, veterans usually
were harder to handle, Hartranft
added. Many boys who carried
Garandson Laiti or left blood on
the dunes Of Anzio found a ludicrous situation when college
coaches orered them to do or die
for deal old Muelenberg.
- Vet, Brought Marraaire
Trcatt- contribution -to eol.1
4ene-llbe-tef-tlie--s-eteeansr--Hart-ranft continued, "is marriage."
Aided by government money, veterans showed that students can
marry and -get along fine. Now,
many non-vets are married and

Spartan Coaches

IDA’S ALTERATION
SHOP
FOR RENT:

TUXEDOS

Save $79.00

8

CALIFORNIA
HisTo.,

DC 4’s

American Bus Lines
Coast-to -Coast
ngeles
rs.

\

.4t

MESH WEAVE FABRIC
LETS THE BREEZE IN!

Lightweight
Shirts and

Sports Shirts
by
Arrow

r-

---7-Arrow
"Lightweight Living"

ANDREE’S
Drive-In Restaurant

s3.65 up,

(Aaron From Cirio Auditorium)
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN OS.
Breekfas, - Lunch - Dinner
- Try Our Famous 8.r -B-Cued Sow* Ribs
with Spetiel Sauce
Home-Made CII with
Fresh Ground Beef
French Fried
Prawns
.ANDREES SPECIAL
14ift10-1Via Apple Dumpling*
with hot rum Saucs -

You’ll stay more comfortable on the hottest days
in our new "air conditioned" Arrow shirts!
Besides coolness, these shirts have Arrow’s smart
collar styling and fine tailoring! ’ft- whites and
colors--long and short sleM,es. See your Arrow
dealei: today!

850

300

25?
..
Duro Dish Pius
Open Evskry Day, 7:30 cm. ’fill lam.
tiN 3 ..m.-Car *visa

_ SHIRTS & TIES
ARROW
ILSNOKIRCIIIIFS

UNDIRWIAt
...imo

.

..

-

SPORTS SHIRTS

Shirts and Sports Shirts
$3.65
We have the secret of keeping you cooler -Arrow
shirts and sports shirts with thousands of tiny "windows" that let air in and out! They’re just as goodlooking, long wearing and washable as your regular
Arrow shirts, too! Como in for yours today/

SPRING’S
FOR ARROW UNIVERSITY

STYLES

t,dairornia StAte
Library
Sacramento 9, California

4’2
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AALI Crown
Attracts SJS

’’f491.16e4,,

e4

Will Concklin, veteran smooth -fielding third baseman of the
San Jose Spartans, along with Dave McCarty, was added to the
Independent Ali-Star team roster over the holidays when Cal Poly’s
men were scratched from team. Concklin batted .29 9for the Spartans and McCarty hit .337.

Concklin is Chosen

Romero, Hal Toso
Open for All-Stars
By ROSS MASSEY
,
Slugging Dave McCarty and Will Concklin were added to the
lodependent All-Star team over the holidays when Cal Poly’s quartet
9f baseball stars werescratched from the roster. Cal Poly’s gradgation exercises necessitated the scratch.
Two pitchers, Tom Pagee (USF) and Lebastian Rubio (SFS), also
were added to the Independents.
._ The two college "dream teams"
%yin feature the
College rivalry between San
Jose and Santa
Clara as Ral
Members of the SPAR-TENS,
"Specs" Romero
Jose State college athletic
San
Hal
and "Lefty"
match
team boosters, and their families,
Toso
slants during the
will be feted at a barbecue and
first five innings.
intra-squad game tonight at 7:30
The CIBA’s
at Spartan stadium. The barbecue is one of the many privileges
4,04
righthander.. petrel, Anderson of extended to the SPAR-TENS, who
toblifornia,)entWeie fndependeitti, contribuie both financi4.and morhave Joel Thiyea- ot Fresno State, ar support to the college’s athletic
Tom Pitgee ef t.1§F, or Lebastian teams.
Rubio of SFS ready to work the -Similar to Stanford’s ’Buck of
last frames.
the Month club’, and to Fresno
The availability of Stanford’s State college’s ’Bulldog Foundafive men has been assured. The tion’, SPAR-TEN members can be
Indians, champions of the south- alumni, San Jose citizens, or anyern division of the CIBA, lost a one interested in backing San
play-off series with Washington Jose State collegeteams. A miniState college over the week-end. mum donation of $10 is required
If Stanford won, they would to join, and this donation guarhave played in the N CAA antees a season pass to all foottourney in the east.
ball, and other big athletic events.
first look at football and boxing
An outstanding player of the movies,
and an annual barbecue.
game will be chosen and the player will get a free trip to the 1950
They will have an opportunity
World Series. The orginators of to get their first look June 7 at
this All-Star game, Vic DeTulio, the 1950 Spartan team before the
San .,lose Booster, and Wes Mathis, annual big intra-squad game.
San Jose Evening News, hope to
make this game an annual affair.
The profits -of the 1950 encounter
a ill be used to include the south/To Cal CIBA and Independent
All-star material next year.

Thirty-nine varsity and freshman trackmen mak( a strong bid
for team honors at the Pacific
assoeiation’s AAU meet at Santa
Rosa tonight. For many it will be
their final appearance of the season.
Strong as always in the field
events, the.Spartans will depend
chiefly upon Bill Volkert in the
pole vault; Boyd Perch, in the
spear contest; Chuck Pogue,
Dave Porter, and Dick Hinman
in the shot putting, and George
Nickel and Dick Alsup in the
discus.
LaVerne Hall and Carl Harrison
will carry the load in the sprints
and Dan Sawyer in the half-mile,
and Bob Weber, Al Weber, Jim
Simpson, and Marion Day in the
longer distances, lead the way,
Spartan entries are: 100-yard
dash - Hail, Harrison, Jerry -Mutney, Jim Gillespie; 220-yard
adash -- Harrison, Bob Nicolai,
Hall, Owen Moore; 440-yard dash
Rueben
Hal Orcutt, Nicolai,
Derrick, Stu Inman; 880-yard
dash -- Bill Capitola, Sawyer;
mile run -- Al Weber, Bill Head,
Simpson; 2000 meters Day, and
two-mile run
Al Weber, Bob,
\Veber. Head.
Two-twenty-yard
Dave
low hurdles . Mulvaney,
Marriott; 120-yard high hurdles MutBill Passey; pole vault
vaney, Vo
,tAl
reBrenda;
kl-yajhigh
Brenton Anderson;
elin Lynn Greene, Porch; broad
jump--Mulvaney, Douglas O’ConLoren
nor; hop-step-and-jump
Meredith, Dick Fortier, Jim Council, John Alsup; shot put Dick
Hinman, Alsup, Pogue, Porter,
George Nickel, and discus Al sup, Nickel, Hinman, Pogue.

Spartans Club jump _
To See Eleven

wwittr .yrYt,

--ATTENTION-For a nutritious

The addition of the Spartan’s
Nie(’arty and Concklin definitely will add pone: to the Independent line-up.
McCarty
-abaggedat a .337 eJlp fn
Spartans, to lead the team i
batting. Concklin came along in
the stretch of the season and’
ended 1950 with a respectable
.199, Including two home run
blasts against Santa Clara.
The powerful CIBA squad will
line up with big Dan Buckley
t Santa Clara) and Hal Toso
(Santa Clara) as battery mates.
Stan Dembecki (St. Mary’s tfrobably win catch Dave Anderson’s
slants.
The Independent’s -battery will
be Ralph Romero and Dave McCarty. Bud Abbott (Fresno) will
catch his teammate, Joel Hayes.
The teams’ line-up will be:
CHIA All-Stars pos. Independents
Aitken (Cal)
Adkins (COP)
Nerd (SC)
2b.. Okagald (SJ)
Melton (8) or _an... Jones (COP)
or Bourdet (F)
Toso (RC)
Whig
Concidki (8J)
Nally (80)
Rose (COP)
If
Candietti OK) .0U
Enos (COP)
oslO (li)
’It. Bowman (F)
Vkis (11181f)

well-balanced lunch
come

Spartans Score 10
Points for North
The Northern California Allstar Judo team came out on the
short end of a 11:13 score in Sunday’s matches against the Los
Angeles All-Stars in Los Angeles.
The 10 Spartans that were entered with 12 other top northern I
California Judoists, won 10 of the I
matches for the north, while non San Joscans managed to take only
one match.
Competing for the northern
team, which was picked by Spartan Judo coach Yosh Uchida, was
Chris Fasciano, formerly of WashFasciano won
ington Square.
three matches against his southern opponents to win the tournament All -Star trophy.
_

ELECTRIC SHAVER
Sales and Service
1-Day
Service

to the
Welt

Across 4th on San Antonio
Open ’CO 2:45 P.M.
Sandwiches

Milk

Cold Drinks and Ice Cream
WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR
FIELD TRIPS AND PICNICS
Established 1925

REMINGTON RAND,
SCHICK and
SHAVEMASTER
Big Stott ad Paris
Trained Idoehailles Only

Mail Service

Speck/MR

THE SHAVER SHOP
SS IL Santa Claes
Kan Jose
GAL
KOn CY1-24i

A good place to go anytime...

agiiramittoji4

mplr
"Known for Good Food"
17 E. Santa Clara St.

Open ’till 12:00

7

Spring Term Open Net
Tourney Starts Today
By FRAN ERROTA
The San Jose State college spring quarter Open Tennis tournament opened this morning with 60 participants entered in the 1950
event. Defending champion Chet Bulwa was seeded second behind
Butch Krikorian, the Fresno county champion who sparked the Spartan varsity to the 1950 CCAA title. Both Krikorian and Bulwa, as
well as third-seeded pave Parnay
and fifth-seeded Jim Cruze, will Grandison Perry at 1030 a.m.
draw first round byes. Bud Slover Saturday.
and Dave Gray were to meet on
The Thursday schedule is as
the Backesto Park courts at 8:30 follows:
this morning in the tourney lidTom Fike vs. Abe Abram!,
lifter.
9:30 at Backesto park; Joe
Dawkins vs. Lou Costello, 10:34)
Today’s Schedule
Backesto park; tierard Bright
Spartan City courts at 12:30:
NS, Ken Agee, 10:30 Backesto
Bob Castle vs. George Clark; park, and Larry Mumma
Bill Jefferds -vs. Leslie Halliday; Phil O’Connor. 10:30 at BackBob Phelps vs. Dan Inveen; Jack esto park.
Henselman vs. Audrey Aberback;
Thursday matches at Spartan
and Ted Mumby vs. Jim Council. village as follows:
Larry Brown meets Fred
Myrwood Guy vs. gtalks Stalker
Mantenfel on the Spartan courts at 1:30; and _3:30 matches will
at 1:30 and the 2:30 matches feature Gordon Nicolson vs. Al
will find Wayne Thiebaud play- Ackerman; Don Miller vs. Orv
Mg Hal Aguirre, Bob Rimmer Gillett; Tom Castaldo vs. Walt
faring _Norman A.nsley. Fred Johnson, and Bill_Pettit.vs. Ralph
Jobs niggle’s. Warren Van Du- Sourfield. A 4 o’clock match will
sen aintl Earl Bell crossing pit Dick Russo and Tim Woods.
rackets with Ray Salazar.
(All first round matches will
There will be two matches at go one set best of 21 games.)
3:30, Bud Wilkinson vs. Hank Hit
’
Mike
burn, and Phil Latimervs.
Fielder. At 4:30, Lee Jensen will
meet Jim Collins, Don Gale faces
Julle Menendez Bud Edmondson
and Keith
playsH Ov it
Cakebread vies with Dick Nissen.
RENT
.
Remaining Matches
TYPEWRITER
$110
Remaining first round matches
SMLCIAL iUDLMi
with the exception of one, will be
3MOHTHS
Ftt.1
played tomorrow. Last first round
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
tiff will be played at Spartan vil91 1 SAN FERN A ND() C Y-2-750
lage between Bill Sheriyan and

’Time and the Conways’
June 8 - 13

_ is*

I<

SPECIAL STUDENT
OFFER!
FROM THE

chatttrock APiee-Yit
TheatPe at 1st and Alma!

r 5041i

A Special Student Price for San Jose State
Spartans will be offered at this evening’s performance of "JOLSON SINGS AGAIN." The
offer is good only tonight and is valid when the
coupon at the bottom of this ad is presented at
the box office! Make plans to come out tonight
to the SHAMROCK and enjoy a terrific plcire at a new, low Free.

TEAR OUT THIS COUPON!
41.
1
"JOLSON SINGS AGAIN,

$

Admit one San ’Jose State Spartan at $
special student price, Wednesday evening, May 31, 1950.

Management.

*

fti***’
SHOW STARTS AT DUSK
3 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS!

chattiPock
First & Alma Streets

DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
CY 4-6942

Wednesday, May 31, 1950

satisfactory is the highest report
possible under the present INpection plan. Only ratings of satisfactory and unsatisfactory are
given.
The repprt, after coordination
by the collfte administration, will
be sent, vil_Orients_ bYAMIltge
A satisfactory inspection report was given the Air ROTC de- officials, to the commanding genpartment of San Jos* %et* college on the annual inspection Thursday eral
of the Continental Air Comand Friday by Lt. Colonel Landon E. McConnell, inspector-general
mand at Mitchell Air Force Base
of the Fourth Air Once.
York.
SJS was the last Air ROTC unit in the Fourth Air Force district in New
to be inspected under Col. McCon
nell.
Other colleges inspected
were: University of Arizona, Tucson; Arizona State college, Tempe: UCLA.
Attention all English majors:
1A)yolts; University of southThe English comprehensive exam- ern California; Fresno State
ination will be given on two days, college; Stanford; Unkersity of
Thursday, June 1, and Tuesday, Idaho, at Moscow;
montane
June 6, from 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. State college,. Roseman;
Moneach day. The room number has tana State college,
issc ula ;
255 S. 2nd
RE-ELECT
been chtinged to Room H-34.,
Moittaita School of Mines,
Senior class: Senior ball bids
Butte; University of Nevada:
may be obtained in the Graduate Reno.
Manager’s office.
Oregon State State college,
Blue Key: Guests and members
the Corvallis; University of Oregon,
meet at 4:30 p.m. today
Student Union to attend the Alum Eugene; University of Utah, Salt
Lake; Utah AC., Logan; State
Rock barbecue.
Philosophy club: Doreen Staight College of Washington, Fuliman;
Fine meals at their finest can
will present her paper, "Know and the University of Washington
be your for low cost. Come in
PRIMARY ELECTION JUNE 6
Thyself," at the last meeting of at Seattle.
today.
the quarter. Thursday, June 1. in
CoL McConnell made .no cool
I SHORT 6LOCK FROM STATE
the Philosophy building.
ment on the advancement of the
GRADUATE F. B. I. ACADEMY
Rally committee: All members unit here at SJS. His report ol
meet at 7 o’clock tonight in Room
24.
Silver Saber and candidates:
6:30 p.m. meeting, in uniform, at
Initiation
ROTC headquarters.
team meets at 6 p.m.
Sigma PI: 7 ’o’clock rAeeting for
pledges and actives tonight at 1225
Sierra avenue.
Vertebrate Natural History
Club: Sign up for Steven’s Creek
field trip as soon as posiibIe so
that enough food may be provided.
Swim club: There will be no
meeting tonight.
Alpha CM Epsilon: 12:30 p.m.
meeting tomorrow in Room 8-8.
Gamma Alpha CM: 7:30 o’clock
meeting tomorrow night in the
Spartan Daily office. Bring $3
for dues.
Alpha Delta Sigma: Meet at
7:30 o’clock tonight for a discussion of new officers, initiates, fees,
banquet.
Academic scholars: Election of
officers in Room H-3 today at 2:30
p.m.
- -Sigma Delta Pi: 7 o’clock meetkir"’ 0
ing tomorrow night in the home
The
of Elizabeth Freyschlag.
Spanish honor society will initiate
new memebrs. Further information will be published on the language section bulletin board.
Camp councilor course: Meeting today at 3:30 in the Student
"I very deeply appreciate the outstanding work he has done with
Y house.
Student V: General meetInl tothe Armed Serb ices Committee during the 81st Congress.
night at 7:30 at the Y house. All
members urged to be present.
8
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Air ROTC Receives
Approval of Inspector

During the past 4 years the Santa Clara
County Sheriff’s Office has won a statewide
reFiutation for impartial, economkal
law enforcement.

IAnnouncements 11

Rata&

KEN’S

PROVEN
ABILITY!

PINE INN

SHERIFF HOWARD

BREAKFAST
LUNCH
DINNER

HORNBUCKILIE.

Democrat Carl Vinson

Chairman, Armed Services
Committee, Says

"JACK ANDERSON...
One of the finest...

CHAIRMAN CARL VINSON WRITES ABOUT
ANDERSON . . .

kiassified Adsi
FOR RENT
Men: 1’4 blocks from college;
free telephone, piano, parking, 50c
a day, 615 a month. 426 S.
Seventh street. CY 3-1938.
FOR SALE
By owner:
Three bedroom
house, four blocks from college.
680 S. Fifth street.
One leather case, K & E slide
rule. black, $2. Pfohl, Coop box.
TIVelitotte bleyele, almost new,
cost 200, will sell Ior=235. Nardon, 281 N. First street.
1826 model A Ford, four-door
sedan. 1432 Mercer avenue, or call
CY ’4-3159.

Jack Anderson secured the adoption of a law which will save this
country millions of dollars in peace times, and perhaps billions in case
of war, by setting up a single supply catalogue for the Armed services
and civilian agencies.

I served with, Anderson on the old Naval Affairs through the war.
years, and know
the fine job he da there. Now, as Chairman of the
House Aimed Services Committee, .1 want to express my appreciation
to Jack Anderson, and say that I look forward to working with him on
our great defense problem.
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CARL VINSON, Chairman
Anderson for Congress Committee, Georg* Males, Sec.
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Morehead-Fleming
Drug Co.
.2nd & San Fernando
Free Delivery
CY 2-4 I 14
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